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Working while in recovery o!ers rewards that go way beyond the paycheck. In fact, employment is essential

to lasting success in a recovery program and in creating a ful"lling and productive lifestyle.

At the same time it helps us rebuild "nancial security, employment during recovery provides stability, builds

a sense of responsibility and compels us to structure our time more constructively and to avoid idle time,

which can make us vulnerable to negative thinking, depression and relapse triggers.

Steps to Finding a Job

If you’ve been out of the workforce for awhile, you’ll "nd the strategies for "nding a job have stayed the

same in many ways and changed in others.

Create a strong resume.

It’s going to be read quickly, so make your resume concise, structured and speci"c. Keep it to one page,

maybe two if you’ve had more than seven years of experience, and free of distracting fancy fonts and

colors.

Describe your talents, experience and skills in a way that will be interesting to the prospective employer

and show that you will be an asset to the "rm. Detail the speci"c successes you’ve achieved in each job or

volunteer position you list.

Research the company you’re applying for and customize the resume to emphasize how your talents and

skills align with the needs of the organization.

Prepare for the Interview

Anticipate and practice answers to likely interview questions, like, “what are your greatest strengths?” (e.g.:

time management, focus, customer service skills) or “what are your greatest weaknesses?” (e.g.: you’re a

bit of a perfectionist and sometimes take more time than necessary on a task, but you’ve never missed a

deadline).

Research the company and try to relate what you know about it in your answers.

Dress neatly and appropriately to the job. Bring a presentable portfolio containing copies of your resume

and a pen and pad to take notes.

Be on time! Lateness could be a deal breaker. Leave extra time to drive if you’re not sure exactly how long

it takes to get there.
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Follow up with a thank you email within 24 hours of the interview.

Honesty: The Best Policy?

This is a sticky issue for recovering addicts. Employers might be prejudiced against candidates with a

history of substance abuse. Still, lying on a job interview is never a good idea. If you are asked about

substance abuse and lie about it and your dishonesty is discovered later on, it could be used as a reason for

dismissal.

Experts advise people in recovery not to mention their past drug or alcohol use unless asked about it

speci"cally, in which case you should speak about it succinctly and positively, stressing your commitment to

a productive, addiction-free life. Actually, employers are forbidden to press the issue too deeply. Former

addicts are protected under the Americans with Disabilities Act, which considers addiction a medical

condition.

Tap your network

Make a list of everyone you know and get in touch with those who might be a source for work in a "eld

you’re interested in. Or call those who might be willing to brainstorm with you about new "elds to explore.

Attend events given by professional organizations and charities within your "eld of interest. Exchange

contact info and follow up with other attendees.

Contact governmental or non-pro"t services, such as The Dept. of Labor’s One Stop Career Center;

America in Recovery, an organization which links recovering addicts with potential employers; and The

National Hire Network, which assists people with criminal records in "nding jobs.

Use social media to expand your network, gather information about your "eld and put your quali"cations

out to a community of people who can connect you with employment opportunities. Put your resume on

LinkedIn. Create a Facebook page and Google-Plus Pro"le dedicated solely to your professional life.

A Word on Social Media

Employers routinely search the internet for background on prospective employees, so you might want to

remove photos from your personal Facebook page that you wouldn’t want them to see.

Other Steps to Finding Employment

While you’re Searching for a fulltime job you might consider interning with a company in a "eld you’re

interested in to gain appropriate experience and skills. While usually unpaid, an internship can lead to a job

o!er and in any case will give you something impressive to add to your resume.

The US Department of Labor runs an apprenticeship program that matches people who seek training for

high-paying jobs in a wide range of industries with companies in need of skilled workers. From the start

apprentices earn a wage, which increases as their skills improve. Visit The United States Department of

Labor website and look for the Registered Apprenticeship program.

Don’t be Discouraged

The prospect of looking for a job while in recovery may be worrying, but actually there may never be a

better time for it. Having gotten o! of drugs or alcohol and committed to a program, you are probably

healthier and more clear-headed, energetic and determined than you’ve been in a long time.
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